
1 Ice-breaker: Are you, by nature, a person who tends to buck authority or submit to 
authority? Explain. What do you find difficult about submitting to God’s authority in 
your life?

2 . Read John 5:1-15. Why were the religious leaders upset with Jesus? The section that 
follows this one, vv.16-30, is entitled: The Authority of the Son. How does that topic 
relate to the story of the lame man?

3 . Read John 5: 16-30. Make four observations (the O in COMMA) about this passage 
(T-R-T-S). In other words, what is the text’s theme (T)? What are some repeating 
words or ideas (R) that you see in these verses? What are some truths about God (T), 
Father or Son, that are revealed in the passage? What is something striking (S) that 
jumps out at you--and why?

4 . Craft a one-sentence message (life lesson or big principle) from your theme 
observation. (This is the first M in COMMA.) Then suggest two or three applications 
(the A in COMMA) of this message for your own life.

5 . Craft a one-sentence message from one of your repeating words observations. Then 
suggest two or three applications of this message for your own life.

6 . Craft a one-sentence message from one of your truths about God observations. Then 
suggest two or three applications of this message for your own life.

7 . Craft a one-sentence message from your something striking observation. Then 
suggest two or three applications of this message for your own life.

8 . What’s the most difficult part of doing COMMA for you? What coaching tips might 
you give to yourself along these lines?  

Prayer Prompt: In John 5:6, Jesus asks the man the question “Do you want to get well?” 
Spend time in prayer asking for healing for needs in your life and the lives of those you know 
- they may be physical needs, emotional, spiritual, or relational. Imagine Jesus is standing 
before you or that person asking the question “Do you want to get well?” and pray with 
confidence in his healing. 
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JOHN 5:16-30

Introduction

O#1 Theme: The _________ of the Son.

   M/M-

          A-

O#2 Repeating _____ or _____: L___/L___.

   M/M-

        A-

O#3 ______ About God: Jesus Took His ____ From His Heavenly 

Father.

   M/M-

         A-

O#4 Something ________: Whoever Does Not Honor the ___ Does 

Not Honor the ______.

   M/M-

         A-




